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Abstract27

Objective: To compare the safety and efficacy of hyaluronan (HA) injections with 28

standard extracorporeal shock wave therapy (ESWT) in the treatment of painful 29

midportion Achilles’ tendinopathy.30

31

Design: Multinational, prospective, randomized controlled, blinded-observer trial.32

33

Setting: Ambulatory care.34

35

Participants: Adults (N=62) with Achilles’ midportion tendinopathy for ~6 weeks and 36

a pain score of at least 40mm (Huskisson visual analog scale [VAS], 100mm) were 37

randomized, and 59 were analyzed in the intention-to-treat data set. There were no 38

withdrawals because of adverse effects.39

40

Interventions: Two peritendinous HA injections versus 3 ESWT applications at 41

weekly intervals.42

43

Main Outcome Measures: Primary efficacy criterion was changed from the Victorian 44

Institute of Sports Assessment-Achilles’ questionnaire (VISA-A) score to the percent 45

change in pain (VAS) at 3 months posttreatment, compared with baseline values. 46

Main secondary parameters were VISA-A, Clinical Global Impression (CGI), and 47

clinical parameters.48

49



Results: HA treatment provided a clinically relevant improvement in Achilles’ 50

midportion tendinopathy. A large superiority of the HA group, compared with ESWT 51

application, was observed for percent change in pain (VAS), and this superiority was 52

proven to be statistically significant (Mann-Whitney statistic [MW]=.7507 with 53

P=.0030 lower than required a=.025 significance level 1-sided; Mann-Whitney U test) 54

at 3 months posttreatment. Similar findings for HA were also observed at 4 weeks 55

(MW=.6425, P=.0304) and 6 months (MW=.7172, P=.0018). Advantage of HA 56

treatment was confirmed by VISA-A questionnaire, CGI, and clinical parameters. Ten 57

adverse events, 4 in the HA group and 6 in the ESWT group, were reported, but 58

none were classified as serious.59

60

Conclusions: Two peritendinous HA injections showed greater treatment success in 61

Achilles’ midportion tendinopathy compared with standard ESWT.62

63

Key Words: Achilles tendinopathy, hyaluronan, extracorporeal shock wave therapy64
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Abbreviations66
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CI confidence interval68

ESWT extracorporeal shock wave therapy69
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min-max minimum-maximum72

min minimum73

MW Mann-Whitney74



MW-U Mann-Whitney U75

VAS visual analogue scale76

VISA-A Victorian Institute of Sports Assessment – Achilles questionnaire77
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Tendinopathy is a broad term to describe chronic painful conditions located in and 79

around tendons. The exact etiology, pathophysiology, and healing mechanisms of 80

the various tendon complaints are only partly known and controversially debated. 81

Vascularity appears increased in tendinopathy1 and the degenerative structural 82

changes appear to disrupt the healing process of the accumulated tendon damage 83

leading to chronic pain and loss of motility. The Achilles’ tendon is one of those84

injured most often in the body2-4 with tendinopathic conditions frequently occurring at85

the insertional, myotendinous or midportion locations.5 Midportion Achilles 86

tendinopathy is most common and is involved in 55 to 65% of all Achilles tendon 87

injuries.3,6,788

89

Conservative treatment with different loading regimens is the first line of treatment, 90

but is time-consuming and requires intensive patient compliance for several weeks or 91

months. If this fails, surgical or nonsurgical actions are required, but have shown 92

variable success rates.8 Some treatments may cause significant side effects (eg, 93

local tissue degradation or tendon tearing after repeated use of local steroids9-11) or 94

adverse effects on other organ systems (eg, gastrointestinal toxicity, renal damage, 95

or increased cardiovascular risk after intake of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 96

drugs12-14), making them unsuitable for long-term use. Hyaluronan (HA) is a 97

highemolecular weight polysaccharide naturally found in the extracellular matrix of 98

soft connective tissues and synovial fluids of vertebrates. Because of its unique 99

viscoelastic properties, HA is an ideal biological lubricant with known analgesic, anti-100

inflammatory, and antiadhesive effects. 15,16 It has shown efficacy in the treatment of 101

tendon disorders by decreasing pain,17 supporting tissue healing,18 and improving the 102

lubrication of the tendon.19 Extracorporeal shock wave therapy (ESWT) is another 103

option currently used in the treatment of soft tissue conditions20,21 and can be 104



regarded as one of the most frequently used treatments of tendinopathy in Europe. In 105

clinical use, ESWT was found to inhibit pain receptors and stimulate endogenous 106

lubrication in tendons,22-26 thus making it an appropriate comparator for HA in the 107

treatment of tendinopathy. Because direct comparisons of HA administration and 108

ESWT application in the treatment of painful midportion Achilles’ tendinopathy are 109

lacking, we evaluated the 2 treatments in parallel in this study.110

111

112

Methods113

This was a multinational, prospective, randomized, parallel-group, blinded-observer 114

study, approved by relevant ethics committees. All patients provided written informed 115

consent before participation. The study was conducted in accordance with the 116

approved study protocol and the current Helsinki Declaration.117

118

Study participants119

Patients aged between 18 and 75 years presenting with painful Achilles’ midportion 120

tendinopathy for ~6 weeks and a pain intensity score of at least 40mm on the 121

Huskisson visual analog scale (VAS)27 (VAS pain score, 100mm) were eligible.122

123

Main exclusion criteria were general, severe intercurrent illnesses (eg, uncontrolled 124

diabetes mellitus, peripheral neuropathy), any contraindications for the test products 125

(eg, hypersensitivity, recent surgery, local osteomyelitis), concomitant diseases (eg, 126

insertional Achilles’ tendinopathy), or other conditions that could influence study 127

evaluation or were incompatible with study procedures (eg, concomitant medications 128

potentially interfering with the functional assessments in the study).129

130



To avoid selection bias, verification of study entry criteria and enrollment was 131

performed by a blinded investigator who chronologically allocated eligible patients to 132

consecutive random codes without knowing the underlying group allocation. They 133

were balanced randomized to either HA injection (HA group) or ESWT application 134

(ESWT group) using a computer-generated 2-block randomization list. Patients were 135

treated in ambulatory care at the Antwerp University Hospital (Antwerp, Belgium) and 136

at the Praxiszentrum Orthopädie-Unfallchirurgie Nordrhein (Aachen, Germany).137

138

139

Study treatments140

Study treatments were administered by independent, experienced physicians who 141

were not involved in the general assessments of the patients. Two HA injections (HA 142

40mg/2mL + 10mg mannitol [Ostenil Tendona]) were administered peritendinously at 143

the Achilles’ midportion tendon in patients in the HA group at weekly intervals under 144

sonographic control. Patients in ESWT group received 3 ESWT sessions at weekly 145

intervals using a piezoelectric ESWT device (PiezoSon 100 plusb) with standardized 146

parameters (10mm penetration depth, 940 aperture angle, 4Hz pulse frequency, 147

1500 pulses per application). ESWT intensity levels were set to 14 and 15 (out of 20 148

possible intensity levels) in both centers. Intake of paracetamol, in case of 149

unbearable pain, was allowed up to 4g daily but not within 24 hours before a study 150

visit. Excessive sports or physical activities (eg, demanding housework) with a 151

potentially negative impact on the treatment success were not allowed during the 152

study.153

154

155

Effectiveness evaluations156



Evaluations were performed by blinded observers. The primary efficacy criterion was 157

percent change in pain (VAS) at 3 months posttreatment, compared with baseline 158

values. The secondary efficacy criteria were (1) the Victorian Institute of Sports 159

Assessment Achilles’ questionnaire (VISA-A) (VISA-A score: 0, no activity/maximum 160

pain; 100, maximum activity/no pain),28 adapted to the local language; (2) the 161

intensity of clinical parameters (redness, warmth, swelling, tenderness on palpation, 162

crepitus on motion, accumulation of tissue fluid), evaluated on a 5-point ordinal scale 163

(0, none; 1, slight; 2, moderate; 3, severe; 4, extreme); and (3) patients’ and 164

investigators’ overall impression of the treatment outcome (Clinical Global Impression 165

[CGI]) using a 7-point ordinal scale (1, very much improved; 7, very much worse). A 166

power Doppler ultrasonography was performed to evaluate the vascularization stage 167

of the affected Achilles’ tendons using the Del Buono Score System (grades IeV).29168

169

During the treatment phase (day 0 to day 7 [visits 1-2] for the HA group; day 0 to day 170

14 [visit 1-3] for the ESWT group), the efficacy parameters were assessed before 171

administration of the test product. During the treatment-free follow-up period, patients 172

returned for 3 visits at 4 weeks (visit 4), 3 months (visit 5), and 6 months (visit 6) after 173

the last treatment administration. At each visit, patients self-rated their pain intensity 174

on a horizontal VAS pain scale ranging from 0mm (no pain) to 100 mm (extreme 175

pain).176

177

178

Safety evaluations179

Patients’ pain during treatment application was evaluated using an 11-point ordinal 180

scale (0, no pain; 10, extreme pain). Any adverse event occurring during the study 181

was documented and its relation to treatment evaluated.182



183

184

Data processing and statistics185

The planned sample size of 40 patients per group was determined based on previous 186

studies30,31 of similar products using a comparable design. Because patient 187

withdrawals and data exclusions may influence study outcome, the statistical 188

analyses were based on the intention-to-treat (ITT) data analysis set. A per-protocol 189

analysis was only performed in the sense of a sensitivity analysis and to support the 190

results of the ITT analysis. Missing values were replaced using the “last-value-191

carried-forward” principle. Treatment groups were compared using the Wilcoxon 192

Mann-Whitney U (MW-U) test as a 1-sided test for superiority (significance level 193

a=.025, superiority defined for Mann-Whitney [MW] measure >0.5), since it was 194

assumed not to have a normal distribution. Results were interpreted to the 195

benchmark values according to Cohen,32 with the benchmark .50 indicating equality 196

for superiority and a value of .64 signifying medium-sized superiority, defined as 197

being medically relevant. Statistical analyses were performed by an independent 198

biostatistician using validated computer programs (Report Version 6.7, Testimate 199

Version 6.5c). Based on normal practice in statistics and the recommendations in the 200

International Conference on Harmonisation E9 guideline, a criterion with the highest 201

correlation to the parameter CGI was chosen as the primary efficacy criterion.202

Because the highest correlation, verified by Pearson correlation coefficient, was 203

found for the percent change in pain (VAS), the previous primary criterion - VISA-A at 204

3 months post-treatment - was changed to the percent change in pain (VAS) at 3 205

months posttreatment, before the frozen database was opened. Homogeneity 206

analyses were performed for the ITT data set. Wei-Lachin procedures (global test) 207

were performed for baseline comparability of demographic variables as a whole and 208



the anamnestic variables as a second whole.33-35 The Mann-Whitney¬Wilcoxon test 209

was performed for the baseline primary efficacy criterion (percent change in pain on 210

the VAS). Homogeneity was judged with MWestimators as corresponding measures 211

of relevance with their 2-sided 90% confidence intervals (CIs).212

213

214

Results215

Distribution of participants216

A total of 62 patients presenting with painful Achilles’ midportion tendinopathy for 217

between 8 weeks and 14 years were consecutively included from December 2013 to 218

March 2015 with a balanced distribution to both treatment groups. Fifty-eight patients 219

(93.5%) received study treatment according to the randomization list and completed 220

the study according to protocol, with the final visit of the last patient in September 221

2015. Reasons for early study termination in the ESWT group (n=3) were withdrawal 222

of consent before treatment end, loss to follow-up, and lack of efficacy, while 1 223

patient in the HA group was dropped because of several deviations in the selection 224

criteria. Homogeneity between groups was proven at baseline (MW estimator within 225

[.36; .64] and 0.5 within 90% CI) for demographic parameters (age, sex, height, 226

weight), anamnestic criteria (medical history, activity level, the study relevant site,227

use of analgesics), and for VAS pain. Statistical analyses were based on 59 patients 228

in ITT data set (HA-group, 29; ESWT group, 30) (fig 1). Table 1 shows baseline 229

characteristics of the ITT population.230

231

232

VAS pain score233



Pain decreased in both groups from the baseline median values of 63.0 (min-max 234

49.0-76.0) and 68.5 (minimum-maximum [min-max] 58.0-79.0) in the HA and ESWT 235

groups, respectively. However, there was a greater improvement in the HA group at 236

4 weeks (HA group: median 18.0, min-max 6.0-40.0; ESWT group: median 33.0, min-237

max 14.0-67.0), at 3 months (HA group: median 6.0, min-max 3.0-13.0; ESWT group: 238

median 28.0, min-max 5.0-52.0), and at 6 months posttreatment (HA group: median 239

3.0, min-max 1.0-7.0; ESWT group: median 22.0, min-max 1.0-57.0). Differences in 240

VAS pain, analyzed by baseline-independent median percent changes, confirm a 241

greater pain improvement after HA treatment (table 2). Percent pain decrease was 242

greater in the HA group, compared with the ESWT group, after 4 weeks (-68.1% vs -243

47.9%), 3 months (-88.2% vs -51.6%), and 6 months (-94.9% vs -66.4%). The broad 244

range of values (min-max) was focused in the HA group by lower/ upper quartiles 245

identifying that 75% of the patients showed improvements of at least 82.2% and 246

85.7% at 3 and 6 months posttreatment, respectively, whereas 75% of patients in the 247

ESWT group showed larger variations with minimum improvement of 25.7% and 248

24.7% at 3 and 6 months posttreatment, respectively (see table 2). For the primary 249

efficacy criterion, percent change in pain (VAS) from baseline to 3 months 250

posttreatment, the HA group was shown to be largely superior compared with the 251

ESWT group, and this was statistically significant (MW=.7057, P=.0030, CI: 97.5%) 252

(fig 2). A sensitivity analysis with the per-protocol dataset confirmed these results 253

(MW=.7908, P=.0016). The MW-U statistic further revealed a large superiority of the 254

HA group at 6 months (MW=.7172, P=.0018, CI: 97.5%) posttreatment.255

An originally unplanned descriptive center-specific analysis for the primary criterion,256

percent change in pain (VAS) from baseline (fig 3), revealed comparable values for 257

HA patients but different values for ESWT patients (see table 2). Differences in pain 258

intensity between center 1 and center 2 were only 5.2% and 3.7% in HA groups at 3 259



and 6 months posttreatment, respectively, but were 42.3% and 39.2% in ESWT260

groups at 3 and 6 months post-treatment, respectively.261

262

263

VISA-A Questionnaire264

Results were positive in both treatment groups, but the outcome was more favorable 265

in the HA group throughout the posttreatment phase. Initial median VISA-A scores 266

improved in the HA group, compared with the ESWT group, at 4 weeks (13.5 score 267

points higher), 3 months (25.5 score points higher), and 6 months (23.0 score points 268

higher) (see table 2). The number of improved patients (increase in score values 269

compared with baseline values) was higher in the HA group after 4 weeks (HA group: 270

93.1%; ESWT group: 86.7%), 3 months (HA group: 96.6%; ESWT group: 86.7%), 271

and 6 months (HA group: 96.6%; ESWT group: 93.3%). In the MW-U analysis, a 272

significant, large-sized superiority of the HA group over the ESWT group was 273

demonstrated at 3 months (MW=.6908, P=.0056, CI: 97.5%) and 6 months 274

(MW=.6874, P=.0064, CI: 97.5%) posttreatment. Small and medium superiority of the 275

HA group was observed on day 7 and 4 weeks posttreatment (fig 4).276

277

278

Clinical parameters and CGI279

A cumulative analysis of all clinical parameters (sum score ranging from 0 [no 280

complaints] to 20 [extreme]) showed that most patients in the 2 groups improved over 281

time (see table 2). The improvement was comparable at 4 weeks (HA group: 86.2%; 282

ESWT group: 83.3%) and 6 months (HA group: 89.7%; ESWT group: 86.7%). At 3 283

months, more patients with improvement were seen in the HA group (93.1% vs 284

76.7%). A small-sized nonsignificant superiority was observed in the MW-U test for 285



the HA group at 3 months (MW=.5667, P=.1915, CI: 97.5%) and 6 months 286

(MW=.5534, P=.2425, CI: 97.5%) posttreatment.287

288

The overall treatment success (CGI) was well correlated with the investigators’ and 289

participants’ evaluation and rated very positively in both treatment groups. Compared 290

with baseline, the number of patients reporting a marked improvement (ranging from 291

“minimally” to “very much” improved) was higher in the HA group, compared with the 292

ESWT group, at 4 weeks (89.7% vs 80.0%), 3 months (100.0% vs 73.3%), and 6 293

months (96.6% vs 80.0%). In the MW-U analysis, a significant superiority of the HA 294

group was proven at 3 months (MW=.7230, P=.0007, CI: 97.5%) and 6 months 295

(MW=.7282, P=.0005, CI: 97.5%) posttreatment in both evaluations (investigators 296

and participants) (fig 5).297

298

299

Other parameters300

Vascularization at study relevant site was comparable in both treatment groups: at 6 301

months posttreatment, 51.7% of participants in the HA group and 42.3% in the ESWT 302

group were free of neovascularization within the tendon. Advantage of HA treatment 303

was also supported by lower pain levels during administration. HA injections were 304

associated with lower pain during administration, compared with ESWT application, 305

at day 0 and day 7 (see table 2). Evaluation of “return to work” and “restart of 306

sporting activities” could only be analyzed descriptively, as only 1 patient was 307

certified sick during the study and returned to work before study termination, while 308

most patients did not stop their sporting activities. Since analgesic intake was 309

required by only 1 patient, no differences between treatment groups were analyzed.310

311



312

Safety313

A total of 10 adverse events were reported in a total of 8 participants (12.9%): 3 314

patients (4.8%) in the HA group (4 adverse events) and 5 patients (8.1%) in the 315

ESWT group (6 adverse events). None of these were considered serious. Eight 316

adverse events were judged as not device or procedure related, and only 2 were 317

thought to have a causal relationship with the study treatments. One participant 318

reported transient, moderate tendon pain after HA injection on day 1, and another 319

participant reported transient, moderate application site pain lasting 2 days after 320

ESWT treatment. A single intake of paracetamol was necessary in 1 patient in the 321

HA group.322

323

324

Discussion325

To our knowledge, this is one of the first studies where the benefits of HA treatment 326

were compared directly to ESWT application in the treatment of symptomatic 327

midportion Achilles’ tendinopathy. Both treatments were tested in their standard and 328

recommended application, with 2 peritendinous HA injections and 3 ESWT 329

applications at weekly intervals.330

331

Specific baseline characteristics that could influence differences in outcomes across 332

sites were minimized (eg, by careful uniform center staff training, regular monitoring 333

visits, comparable sample sizes, and source of patient recruitment). Balanced 334

homogeneity of both treatment groups was demonstrated in center-specific analysis 335

for demographic and anamnestic characteristics. The impact of these factors on 336

differences in pain intensity between center 1 and center 2 was regarded as 337



negligible. Therefore, treatment-specific heterogeneity in the ESWT group resulting 338

from application-specific medical treatment, as this is a daily routine in medical 339

practices, was taken into consideration. Because this study was powered to detect 340

outcome differences and not site differences, the influence of site-specific application 341

should be evaluated in other clinical studies with adjusted sample sizes.342

343

The considerable decrease in pain intensity from baseline to study termination in 344

both groups justifies the use of these modalities in the treatment of Achilles’ 345

midportion tendinopathy. However, the HA-treated patients showed much higher pain 346

relief and a significant advantage compared with the ESWT group throughout the 347

study. Superiority of HA treatment was even observed 1 week after the first 348

administration.349

350

The advantage of HA treatment was further substantiated by results of the VISA-A 351

score, clinical parameters, and CGI. The percent change in pain and VISA-A scores 352

revealed clinically relevant results in patients receiving HA treatment and were 353

underscored by the CGI, which revealed a superiority of HA treatment by 354

investigators’ and patients’ evaluations at all follow-up visits. Assessment of clinical 355

parameters resulted in observed superiority and proven noninferiority at 3 and 6 356

months posttreatment for almost all parameters. At all visits during the treatment 357

period, patients rated pain intensity during HA injections as lower than application 358

pain during ESWT treatment.359

360

The results of this clinical study confirm the positive effects on treatment outcome 361

after HA injection or ESWT application in Achilles’ midportion tendinopathy.17,20,21 A 362

very recent publication36 of preliminary results at 3 months’ follow-up evaluation363



provides the first information about a prompt clinical improvement from HA treatment 364

compared with ESWT. The results confirm a significant improvement in pain and 365

function in both treatment groups at 3 months’ follow-up, but this was achieved using 366

an additional HA injection (3 instead of 2) or ESWT application (4 instead of 3).367

368

Our clinical trial shows that using the recommended treatment schemes for HA 369

injections (2 injections) and ESWT application (3 applications) - that is, fewer 370

treatments, a shorter treatment period, and less efforts and costs for the patients -371

the HA group obtained clinically relevant results throughout the study, with a 372

significant superiority, compared with the ESWT group, for the primary efficacy 373

criterion of percent change in pain intensity (VAS) at all study visits. The advantages 374

and greater benefits from HA treatment clearly outweigh the small risk of adverse 375

events for this treatment modality, and results are regarded as generalized because 376

of appropriate study design.377

378

379

Study Limitations380

A double-blind study design was not possible because both treatments were tested in 381

their standard and recommended application. However, to avoid bias, the application 382

was performed by a single investigator per center, and the evaluation of patients was 383

performed by a blinded observer.384

385

Conclusions386

Two peritendinous HA injections resulted in significant symptomatic pain relief and 387

improvement in function in patients with Achilles’ midportion tendinopathy, with a low 388

risk for adverse events.389



390

Suppliers391

a. Ostenil Tendon; TRB Chemedica AG.392

b. ESWT device: PiezoSon 100 plus; Richard Wolf GmbH.393

c. Report Version 6.7, Testimate Version 6.5; IDV Datenanalyse und 394

Versuchsplanung.395
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Figures and Tables511

512



513

Figure 1 Distribution of patients (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials 514

[CONSORT] flow diagram). Abbreviation: PP, per protocol.515

516

517

Figure 2 VAS pain percent change from baseline. Last value carried forward, HA 518

(test) versus ESWT (reference) (data set: ITT). MW-U test at day 7 (visit 519

2), 4 weeks (visit 4), 3 months (visit 5), and 6 months (visit 6) 520

posttreatment, one-sided, 97.5% CI. Results were interpreted based on 521



the following benchmark values: .36 medium-sized inferiority, .44 small 522

inferiority, .50 equality, .56 small superiority, .64 medium-sized (relevant) 523

superiority, and .71 large superiority.32 Abbreviations: LB, lower bound; R, 524

reference; T, test.525

526

527

Figure 3 VAS pain percent change (median, quartiles) from baseline (center 528

specific) at day 7 (visit 2), 4 weeks (visit 4), 3 months (visit 5), and 6 529

months (visit 6) posttreatment. Last value carried forward (data set: ITT). 530

Abbreviations: C1, center 1; C2, center 2.531

532



533

Figure 4 VISA-A scores as changes from baseline. MW-U test at day 7 (visit 2), 4 534

weeks (visit 4), 3 months (visit 5), and 6 months (visit 6) posttreatment. 535

Last value carried forward, HA (test) versus ESWT (reference) (data set: 536

ITT), one-sided, 97.5% CI. Abbreviations: LB, lower bound; R, reference; 537

T, test.538

539

540

Figure 5 CGI patients’ ratings as changes from baseline. MW-U test at day 7 (visit 541

2), 4 weeks (visit 4), 3 months (visit 5), and 6 months (visit 6) 542



posttreatment (1, very much improved; 2, much improved; 3, minimally 543

improved; 4, no change; 5, minimally worse; 6, much worse; 7, very much 544

worse). Absolute values, last value carried forward, HA (test) versus 545

ESWT (reference) (data set: ITT), one-sided, 97.5% CI. Abbreviations: LB, 546

lower bound; R, reference; T, test.547
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